To overcome the disadvantage of CV-ACC method 
Introduction
Parameter selection is an important work in the application of support vector machine (SVM) as it is related to the performance of the constructed predicting model [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . At present, the most commonly used parameter selection method is grid search based on cross-validation accuracy (CV-ACC), i.e. to search the optimal parameter corresponding to the highest CV-ACC within a range of parameters [12] . Although this method is used widely and obtains good results, it doesn't take full information of the decision value as accuracy only relates with the sign of decision value. In addition, as the distribution information of training samples is not considered in CV-ACC, it might occur that the high-density sample region is close to the optimal hyper-plane. The generalization of CV-ACC will descend when this situation appears. Figure 1 illustrates this fact. In Figure 1 , the optimal hyper-plane for a two-dimension linearly separable simulated dataset is obtained by 5-fold CV-ACC. We repeated the experiment 10 times and achieved the same optimal hyper-plane. Obviously, the optimal hyper-plane is not good because the high-density sample region is close to it. (The symbols "◊"、" * "、 " " and "ο" from Figure 1 to Figure 4 stand for the positive and negative sample of training and test set respectively.)
To overcome the disadvantage of CV-ACC method that the high-density sample region may be close to the optimal hyper-plane, we propose a new parameter selection method based on the decision value of the classification function, named as CV-SNRMDV method. In CV-SNRMDV, the signal-to-noise ratio based on the medians of decision values (SNRMDV) is used as the criterion of cross-validation while the criterion is accuracy in CV-ACC. SNRMDV is defined as the ratio between the difference of medians of decision values (DVs) and the sum of the standard deviations based on medians of DVs for two types of samples. CV-SNRMDV method not only makes full use of the decision value, but also considers the distribution of the training samples. The experiment results on some simulated and benchmark data sets show that CV-SNRMDV method could increase the distance between optimal hyper-plane and the high density region, overcome the disadvantage of CV-ACC method, and obtain a better performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we simply introduce the basic knowledge of SVM. In Section 3, CV-SNRMDV method is proposed with the utilization of decision value as well as the distribution information. In Section 4, the comparison experiments between CV-ACC and CV-SNRMDV method on a simulated dataset and some benchmark datasets are carried out. Finally, we conclude in Section 5. 
Basic Knowledge of SVM
SVM is initially designed to find the optimal separating hyper-plane for the linearly separable problem. For the case of linearly inseparable in the original input space, a non-linearly function Φ is first used to map the original input space into a higher dimensional feature space, where the optimal classification hyper-plane is constructed.
Given the training set 
where C is the penalty parameter of the error term. The dual problem of (1) is 
At present, the commonly used kernel functions are as follows.
(1) Linear kernel: , ,
(2) Radial basis kernel (RBF): The polynomial kernel has more parameters than RBF which increase the complexity of the parameter selection. Hence, we will consider the parameter selection of linear and RBF kernel in this paper.
Parameter Selection Method Based On Decision Value
When using SVM, the major procedure is as follow. The parameter selection in SVM is to choose the optimal penalty parameter C and kernel parameters. In the case of linear kernel, only C is the parameter of SVM, while there is an added kernel parameter γ in RBF kernel. At present, the commonly used method for parameter selection is CV-ACC.
CV-ACC method tries all pairs of parameter within a certain range and picks the one with best cross-validation accuracy. Although CV-ACC method achieved good results on many problems, there are some disadvantages, such as the high-density sample region may be close to the optimal hyper-plane (See Fig.1 ). The reason is that CV-ACC method only utilizes the sign of the decision value not the full information of the decision value, as well as the distribution information of training samples is not considered. If we can use the full information of the decision value and the distribution information of training samples, we may overcome the disadvantage of CV-ACC.
Considering the median of decision value reports the distribution information and not easily be affected by some individual samples, we use SNRMDV as the substitute of accuracy to evaluate the effect of parameters in cross-validation process. SNRMDV is defined as positive class sample set and negative class sample set respectively (Here the center is the median in the standard deviation while it is average in ordinary standard deviation). In SNRMDV, the numerator indicates the separating performance of decision values while denominator indicates the distribution information of decision values. CV-SNRMDV method chooses the optimal parameters maximizing the cross-validation SNRMDV.
Experiments and Discussion
As mentioned before, CV-ACC method may select the parameters that cause the high density region close to the optimal hyper-plane, while CV-SNRMDV method can avoid this situation. Figure 2 shows the optimal hyper-planes obtained by 5-flod CV-SNRMDV on the simulated data for 10 times experiments. Though the optimal hyper-planes may different slightly, they all enlarge the distance between the high density region and the optimal hyper-plane. Figure 3 and Figure 4 are the classification situation for CV-ACC method and CV-SNRMDV method after adding the test set. Obviously, CV-SNRMDV method is superior to CV-ACC method. In order to further test CV-SNRMDV method, we carried out the experiments on 6 benchmark data sets [13] with RBF kernel and linear kernel using the software LIBSVM [14] . For each data set, we randomly partition 60% as training set and the remained as test set. 5-fold cross-validation was used on training set to select the optimal parameters. The accuracies of the model on training set and test set were computed. The average results of 10 times experiments were listed in Table 1 and Table 2 , where tr_acc and ts_acc denote the average accuracy on the training set and test set respectively. These results show that, on the benchmark data sets, CV-SNRMDV method obtains comparable performance to CV-ACC method. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a parameter selection method based on CV-SNRMDV. Compared with CV-ACC method, this method makes full use of the decision value and considers the sample distribution information. CV-SNRMDV method overcomes the disadvantage of high-density sample region close to the optimal hyper-plane and improves the generalization performance of the predicting model. The experiment results show CV-SNRMDV method obtains a better classification performance on the simulated dataset than CV-ACC methods does, while they are very close on benchmark datasets.
